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IMMEDIATE

REF DIR 12633

1. SUBJECT ARRIVE MEXI 8 APR AT 1410 ON EASTERN. EMBASSY WILL MEET AND STAY AT HILTON.

2. THEY WANT TO KNOW IF MEXICANS HAVE FURTHER WRITTEN INVESTIGATIVE REPORTS, WANT CLARIFICATION OF MANY POINTS IN FBI INVESTIGATION, AND IN GENERAL WANT SATISFY THEMSELVES THAT ALL POSSIBLE STEPS TAKEN. SOME HIGHLY TOUCHY SUBJECTS THEY WILL DISCUSS ARE WHETHER THEY SHOULD SEE MEXICAN OFFICIALS THEMSELVES, WHETHER THEY SHOULD TRY TO TALK TO SIVIA DURAN IN MEXI, PERHAPS IN CONSULATE, WHETHER MEXICANS WILL LET THEM LATER PUBLISH JUST WHAT MEXICANS DID IN WHOLE CASE.

3. THESE OFFICERS KNOW WE HAVE ASSETS, MAY HAVE GUESSED FROM COVERAGE, BUT DO NOT KNOW DETAILS OR OUR ARRANGEMENTS. REQUEST CIA FIELDREP. LEND THEM ALL NEEDED ASSISTANCE WITH MINIMUM POSSIBLE DISCLOSURE OF ASSETS AND TECHNIQUES, AND NO PUBLICITY AT ALL.